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About This Content
The Original Soundtrack of Remothered: Tormented Fathers is composed by Nobuko Toda (Final Fantasy, Halo, Metal Gear
Solid) and Luca Balboni (who wrote the music for feature films such as Mine and Watch Them Fall).
The soundtrack features all the tunes included in Remothered: Tormented Fathers. More than a hour of music that will drag you
back to Richard Felton’s house and will make you relive the spooky atmosphere of the game.

Tracklist
01. Prelude (Top of the World) [2:55]
02. Our Story [2:37]
03. To Say Goodbye [1:23]
04. The Arrival [1:12]
05. God's Lethal Creatures [2:46]
06. Illness is a Murderer [1:28]
07. The Gardener [2:32]
08. Missing [3:38]
09. Phenoxyl [6:40]
10. Tormented Fathers [2:03]
11. Red Nun [2:20]
12. A Mother's Love [2:44]
13. Split [2:42]
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14. Jennifer [1:36]
15. Ashmanns' Heir [4:06]
16. Deadly Swing [5:34]
17. Ashes [2:22]
18. The Fall [2:00]
19. Forgiveness [5:05]
20. Hope on Top of the World [3:44]
21. Lullaby for a Broken Heart [1:22]
22. Top of the World (Two Hearts Never Lonely) [4:04]
The soundtrack is 64 minutes long. It is both in FLAC lossless format and MP3 (encoded at 320kbps). After purchasing
and downloading this DLC, the soundtrack can be found inside Remothered: Tormented Fathers root directory on Steam. To
access this folder, right click on Remothered: Tormented Fathers in your Steam library and select properties. Inside the pop up,
choose the local files tab and click the browse local files button. You should see the soundtrack in the folder that appears.
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remothered tormented fathers - original soundtrack
This game I played for long time. I enjoy at first, very bad, but funny good way. Soon, I get to room. Very big, hurt my
computer so frames so bad. While frames bad I need secret key passage to find 3 of them. I look all over room with bad frames
but keys hard to find with shaking. I find 2, BIG SUCCESS. But other key, where to find do I? I do not find. I give up. Cry
tears, many. Mom asks why I cry, I say this game. We both cry. I miss dad.. Decent platformer with good controls.... Oh My
Goty !!!
. Just wanted to say thank you for adding a paid DLC. Now I can finally tether this awesome game. :D. Another match 2 game
that should have been a DLC to the original game, a FREE DLC that is. How can you justify charging money each time you just
change the Googled stock images for the cards?. I have beat the whole game twice, and have found it to be very fun. Although it
is short, it does take a lot of skill to get past each of the twelve levels. My only complaint is that sometimes the controls are not
responsive. Overall, Jailbreak is probably my favorite puzzle game.
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This game is truly awesome,
It polished gem that everyone has missed out and that was hidden in the propagande of the Total war series.
It\u00b4s well worth 20 euro even though it now is on sale for just 2 euro. I has high quality graphics and feels very immersive.
Combat seems more realistic in pace than the total war series and it has a very interesting campaign.
I havent played so much but this game does not deserver all that bad critique it has gotten. I dont understand those at all.. Nice :)
..a classic battleships game that you may have enjoyed playing as a kid with pen and paper. Nice to see this concept adopted for
pc users. Thank you devs!. Don't buy this game unless you already know you will like it from the description. If you're not sure,
you probably won't like it. BUT! If you are a fan of math and oldest-school roguelikes, and you have a few dollars to spare, I
highly recommend Hydra Slayer as well as its companion, HyperRogue. It's worth noting that the game is free (minus a little
content) from the author's website so buying it here is more a way to show your support.
This is a game about optimizing numbers. There's very little room for mistakes. It will bring you back to old games like
NetHack and Angband; not nearly so complex, but equally hard and rewarding.. Kind of wished the graphics were bit more..
detailed? XD I love a good bloody scene but it's lacking the most important basics; the guts. I know this game is focused mainly
on dealing a ton of damage and all, but it feels more like a strategy type of game. You gotta place your mines slightly to the
right, below the box. So your dude gets stuck and launched over to the left. Just a simple example.
And I see we can unlock hats (TF2 anyone? :B ) and skins, but what about voices too? I’m only 4 hours in, with over 8,900
damage points so far. And nothing gets me giggling more than my dude getting blown up to bits in a chipmunk voice.
And since I caught the string of words in my head, I’ll mention it now; I’m not in it for the mindless violence, which this game
has sadly. I’ll go on a search for something like mods or DLCs, whatever it’ll get to spice up this game. If there is none, well I
can’t recommend it really. A game like this, honestly can't last long with anyone.. On surface level the concept seems very
interesting. For once, instead of killing monsters and shooting people, you get to grow a flower and spread new life! With
multiple different flowers and an upgrade system you're bound to have many hours of fun here, right?
Well, sadly no. There doesn't seem to be any way to really strategize the growing of your flowers, since there's actually only one
right way to grow all the flowers, which there are four visually different ones, but which play identically. Reach for the Sun
really feels like a simple flash game made as a proof-of-concept or something similar. Play time is somewhere under an hour
after which you have gained everything and done everything.
A shame really. With extended gameplay and more interesting mechanics the game could potentially be a unique little flower,
but currently it is just over-priced run-of-the-mill flash game you could find on any website.
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